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This publication The Memoirs Of John F. Kennedy: A Novel By Donald James Lawn deals you far better of
life that could develop the quality of the life more vibrant. This The Memoirs Of John F. Kennedy: A Novel
By Donald James Lawn is what the people now need. You are below and you may be exact as well as sure to
obtain this book The Memoirs Of John F. Kennedy: A Novel By Donald James Lawn Never question to get
it even this is just a publication. You can get this publication The Memoirs Of John F. Kennedy: A Novel By
Donald James Lawn as one of your collections. However, not the collection to display in your shelfs. This is
a valuable book to be reviewing collection.

Review
"...America would be a different place had Kennedy remained at the helm. 'The Memoirs of John F.
Kennedy' is a fascinating and original work, and highly recommended"  -The Midwest Book Review

From the Author
I'm fascinated by those points in history where a small change precipitates large shifts in events.  Chaos
Theory suggests that butterflies flapping quietly in South America can alter world weather patterns through
an ever-magnifying chain of events. This might start with the slight shifting of air flow around their tiny
wings, growing to a small breeze, then a gust of wind, a change in pressure that eventually helps power a
tornado in Oklahoma. In the same way a small change in one person's actions effects our historical record.
What history would we be living now if a few stray chads had shifted the 2000 Presidential election to Al
Gore? If the Supreme Court had not intervened and declared victory for George Walker Bush, would the
9/11 terrorist attacks have even occurred? Would Gore have drawn America into two endless wars? Would
we have succumbed to an economic meltdown? 

And what sort of world would we inhabit if, thirty-seven years earlier, John F. Kennedy had recovered fully
from bullet wounds and gone on to fulfill a second term as president? How many times has the question been
asked about his potential impact on world history? In looking through the available literature, no one
appeared to have answered the question adequately. So, rushing in where angels feared to tread, I attempted
to fill that gap with this novel, posing that perpetual question regarding 11/22/63, "What if...?"

From the Back Cover
"For the great enemy of truth is very often not the lie-deliberate, contrived and dishonest-but the myth-
persistent, persuasive, and unrealistic. Too often we hold fast to the cliches of our forebears. We subject all
facts to a prefabricated set of interpretations. We enjoy the comfort of opinion without the discomfort of
thought. Mythology distracts us everywhere-in government as in business, in politics as in economics, in
foreign affairs as in domestic affairs. "  -- John F. Kennedy, Yale University1962 

Did the assassination of John F. Kennedy cripple America's progressive social and political will at a crucial
fulcrum in its history? Would our country have had a very different trajectory if JFK had remained president



for a second term? Would there have been a Vietnam War? A Cuban reconciliation? A continuation of the
Cold War?  

The Memoirs of John F. Kennedy: A Novel brings to life the tantalizing possibilities of "what might have
been" had JFK remained president after November 22, 1963. This book imagines an America where
progressive leadership takes hold during the 1960s, where President Kennedy, after a grueling fight for his
life in a Dallas hospital, survives his wounds and returns to the presidency. He is elected for a second term.
He does not mount a ground war in Vietnam. Foreign relations with Cuba, the Soviet Union, South America,
and our allies and adversaries around the world follow a very different path.

This fictional historical "what-if" explores Robert F. Kennedy's intercession in his brother's revival at
Parkland Medical Center after the near fatal assassination attempt in Dallas. JFK's fateful second-term
decisions are revealed through poignant conversations with memoirist, Patrick Hennessey, a young writer the
president admires for his exposé of the McCarthy trials. The story lines interweave to create an intriguing,
personal view of a crucial period in America's history. 
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Exactly what do you do to start reading The Memoirs Of John F. Kennedy: A Novel By Donald James
Lawn Searching the book that you love to review initial or find an intriguing book The Memoirs Of John F.
Kennedy: A Novel By Donald James Lawn that will make you really want to read? Everybody has difference
with their reason of reading an e-book The Memoirs Of John F. Kennedy: A Novel By Donald James Lawn
Actuary, reading habit needs to be from earlier. Numerous people might be love to review, but not a
publication. It's not fault. A person will be tired to open up the thick book with tiny words to read. In even
more, this is the actual condition. So do happen possibly with this The Memoirs Of John F. Kennedy: A
Novel By Donald James Lawn

If you get the printed book The Memoirs Of John F. Kennedy: A Novel By Donald James Lawn in on-line
book shop, you might also locate the exact same trouble. So, you have to relocate establishment to store The
Memoirs Of John F. Kennedy: A Novel By Donald James Lawn as well as hunt for the available there. But,
it will certainly not happen here. Guide The Memoirs Of John F. Kennedy: A Novel By Donald James Lawn
that we will certainly supply here is the soft file principle. This is just what make you could conveniently
locate and also get this The Memoirs Of John F. Kennedy: A Novel By Donald James Lawn by reading this
site. We provide you The Memoirs Of John F. Kennedy: A Novel By Donald James Lawn the best product,
always as well as always.

Never doubt with our deal, because we will consistently give what you require. As similar to this upgraded
book The Memoirs Of John F. Kennedy: A Novel By Donald James Lawn, you may not find in the other
location. Yet here, it's really easy. Simply click as well as download, you could own the The Memoirs Of
John F. Kennedy: A Novel By Donald James Lawn When simpleness will reduce your life, why should take
the complicated one? You could buy the soft file of guide The Memoirs Of John F. Kennedy: A Novel By
Donald James Lawn here as well as be participant people. Besides this book The Memoirs Of John F.
Kennedy: A Novel By Donald James Lawn, you could likewise locate hundreds listings of guides from
numerous resources, collections, authors, and also writers in around the globe.
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The Memoirs of John F. Kennedy: A Novel brings to life the tantalizing possibilities of "what might have
been" had JFK remained president after November 22, 1963. This book imagines an America where
progressive leadership takes hold during the 1960s, where President Kennedy, after a grueling fight for his
life in a Dallas hospital, survives his chest wounds and returns to the presidency. He is elected for a second
term. He does not mount a ground war in Vietnam. Foreign relations with Cuba, the Soviet Union, South
America, and our allies and adversaries around the world follow a very different path.  This novel
interweaves a two-track story. One takes place in 1963 at Parkland Medical Center and follows Attorney
General Robert F. Kennedy, Jackie Kennedy, Lyndon Johnson and J. Edgar Hoover as they cope with the
explosive events of the assassination attempt while the wounded president hovers near death. The other more
lighthearted fictional story-line unfolds through the eyes of Patrick Hennessey, the memoirist appointed by
JFK during the approaching end of his second term in 1968. Through in-depth talks at the White House,
Camp David, Hyannisport, on Air Force One, and golfing on Kennedy's private course at Glen Ora, Patrick
gets to know the president as he reviews his decisions regarding the difficult path toward a peaceful
resolution of world crises.  This well researched alternate history will strike a chord with readers worldwide-
those fascinated with the Kennedy mystique and those interested in the potential for politics to be "done
right" during challenging times. Considering the current period—and the 50th anniversary of JFK's
election—re-imagining a more positive past may enable us to collectively envision a more enlightened
future.
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personal view of a crucial period in America's history. 

Most helpful customer reviews

21 of 21 people found the following review helpful.
Review for The Memoirs of JFK: A Novel
By Rene Harker
I grew up in the 60's and this book was my first historical what-if. A historian friend of mine says the author
did a good job of integrating fact with possibility so that the story is quite plausible. From a truth and justice
standpoint I found it very satisfying. Scenes with J Edgar Hoover, Lyndon Baines Johnson and other figures
of the time are fascinating, spooky and hilarious. The story has a back-and-forth time warp that works once
you get used to it. One of the ways you get to know the historical players is through a young (fictional)
journalist Patrick Hennessey whose slow-starting romance is pretty darn cute.

Without giving away the story I can safely say: Imagine transparency and truth around the John F Kennedy



assassination rather than obfuscation and ineptitude. Imagine a bullet that stops shy of the president's vitals
and does not kill him. Imagine JFK lives to do right by keeping left, and world history takes a turn for the
better... It's a good read and I highly recommend it.

11 of 11 people found the following review helpful.
Kennedy Survives!
By Norm Stamper
What if that had been the headline? What if the real story, as told by Walter Cronkite, Dan Rather, and other
talking heads of the day was not that John F. Kennedy perished in the November 22, 1963 assassination
attempt but instead survived? What if the recovering president returned to the business of governing the most
powerful nation in the world? Imagine a modern American history written from that alternative outcome.
Which is what Donald Lawn has invited us to do in this fascinating historical novel. If you can't get enough
of the Kennedys (Robert plays a prominent role), if you like a good read that gets your "What if?" juices
roiling this is the book for you.

8 of 8 people found the following review helpful.
Great historical what-if!
By Rene Harker
I grew up in the 60's and this book was my first historical what-if. A historian friend of mine says the author
did a good job of integrating fact with possibility so that the story is quite plausible. From a truth and justice
standpoint I found it very satisfying. Scenes with J Edgar Hoover, Lyndon Baines Johnson and other figures
of the time are fascinating, spooky and hilarious. The story has a back-and-forth time warp that works once
you get used to it. One of the ways you get to know the historical players is through a young (fictional)
journalist Patrick Hennessey whose slow-starting romance is pretty darn cute.

Without giving away the story I can safely say: Imagine transparency and truth around the John F Kennedy
assassination rather than obfuscation and ineptitude. Imagine a bullet that stops shy of the president's vitals
and does not kill him. Imagine JFK lives to do right by keeping left, and world history takes a turn for the
better... It's a good read and I highly recommend it.

See all 28 customer reviews...
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